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Abstract 

Ukraine’s food and agricultural history under the Soviet Union is a tumultuous one. 
Traditionally known to as the ‘breadbasket’ of Europe, its geopolitical position has caused it 
to be torn between dominating neighbors in the east and west. But this turbulent history 
has contributed to a vibrant, strong and unique culture, and a specifically interesting 
approach to food. Ukrainians have had to weather famines and scarcity, and adjust to a 
wide range of political, social and economic changes. People have had to be inventive in 
order to feed themselves, and many practices including jarring, pickling and home gardening 
are still an important part of everyday life. 

Today Ukraine is confronted with a number of challenges including its evolving position as 
global food security guarantor, a lack of consistent GMO and food safety regulations, 
difficulties in promoting organic agriculture and a decline in food quality.  
At the same time, Ukrainians are focused on celebrating and protecting their unique and 
ancient food culture and highlighting its seasonality and regional particularity. Food festivals 
have become the norm and gastronomic tourism brings hope for further development of 
rural areas. 

This report covers a project funded by the Warwick Lord Rootes Memorial Fund that 
allowed me to travel through Ukraine for three weeks from September to October, 2012. 
The aim was to explore social, cultural and political changes confronting food and 
agriculture in the country and see how these issues were reflected in personal cooking and 
eating narratives from Ukrainian interviewees. Recipes were also collected in order to 
create a written and photographic narrative ‘cookbook’ that outlines these issues. Details of 
the project were presented at an event that included an exploration of Ukrainian and 
greater food security issues on World Food Day, October 16, 2012 at the University of 
Warwick, UK.  
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2. Introduction 

Varenyky are more than dough-stuffed 
dumplings similar to Polish pierogi. The 
endless   variety of fillings – mashed beans, 
buckwheat, grilled mushrooms, sour cherries, 
potatoes, cabbage (fresh or pickled), you 
name it - distinguishes them from their 
dumpling-cousins in other countries. 
Practically revered by Ukrainians, varenyky are 
also featured in countless sayings, folk tales 
and riddles. Monuments are erected in their 
name, such as one featuring a giant bowl of 
halušky in the city of Poltava. But for one to 
‘live life like a varenyk in sour cream’ is to 
have an easy life, something that has not been 
the case for Ukrainians throughout most of 
the country’s history.  

 

This project was funded by the Lord Rootes 
Memorial Fund and enabled me to travel 
through Ukraine to document personal stories 
of cooking and eating for three weeks from September 18th to October 8th, 2012. The 
finished product is a written and photographic narrative cookbook that explores different 
Ukrainian culinary traditions and culture, with a special focus on varenyky, and issues 
confronting food and agriculture in the country. The project explored the changes that 
people of Ukraine have encountered with regards to their eating practices, as a result of 
political and economic changes. I interviewed volunteers of both older and younger 
generations to see how societal changes and perceptions of their own food security are 
reflected through narratives of cooking and eating, and how Ukrainian cooking has evolved 
from pre to post-Soviet times. 
 

Ukraine’s history, culture and evolving position as future global food guarantor is 
fascinating. Its geopolitical position has caused it to be torn between dominating neighbors 
in the east and west. But this turbulent history has contributed to a vibrant, strong and 
unique culture, and a specifically interesting approach to food. Ukrainians have had to 
weather famines and scarcity, and adjust to a wide range of political, social and economic 
changes. People have had to be inventive in order to feed themselves, and many practices 
including jarring, pickling and home gardening are still an important part of everyday life. 
 
At the same time, Ukraine is considered in the minds of many to be a bastion of agrarianism 
and traditional rural lifestyles. Upholding its ‘breadbasket’ reputation, a majority of its land 
is still devoted to growing food. Today the world focuses on Ukraine as it recently joined the 
United Nations Program on Food Security and is one of only a few countries projected to be 
able to help maintain global food demands in the future. This is especially crucial when food 
landscapes are changing all over the world, with less people employed in agriculture and 
technology replacing previously labor-intensive work. Agriculture and food issues are at the 

The International Varenyky Fund Restaurant, Lviv 
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top of government agendas as issues of food security are of constant concern in a growing 
and continuously prosperous world. 
 
This report covers a number of aspects surrounding the project. I begin with a bit of 
background and context on Ukraine, followed by the origins of the project, methodology 
and limitations I faced in its implementation. Next, I discuss the evolving nature of Ukraine 
in the area of food security, GMOs, organics and culinary cultural protection, as derived 
from previous research and interviews while touring the country. This is followed by a travel 
narrative of the interviews I performed there, and information about the World Food Day 
presentation I organized on October 16th, 2012 at the University of Warwick. I end with a 
concluding summary, recommendations and personal reflections. 
 

2.2. Background and Context  

 
Source: CIA World Fact Book (2012) 

The BBC cites Ukraine as the second largest country in Europe, with a population of 45.1 
million in 2011 (BBC News 2012). According to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) World 
Fact Book (2012), Ukraine was incredibly important within the Soviet Union for its 
agricultural production and heavy industry. Its lush soil “…generated more than one-fourth 
of Soviet agricultural output, and its farms provided substantial quantities of meat, milk, 
grain, and vegetables to other republics,” and its agricultural importance remains today. The 
history of Ukraine under the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and after unification 
is a tumultuous one. A famine from 1932-1933 killed millions of people and “Historians say 
Soviet leader Joseph Stalin created the famine, confiscating the harvest of Ukrainian 
peasants to force them to join collective farms” (Fawkes 2006). This period, known as the 
“Holodomor” or “famine plague” (Sheeter 2007), was declared an “act of genocide” by the 
Ukrainian government in 2006 (Fawkes 2006). Further, Ukraine gained its independence 
after the collapse of the USSR in 1991. This was followed by privatization and a difficult 
economic recession that lasted until the end of the 1990’s (Bleyzer et. al. 2003). 
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To continue, in 2004 corrupt elections sparked what came to be known as the “Orange 
Revolution,” a surge of political protests which lasted from late 2004 to early 2005. The 
event had a profound effect on the country and Adrian Karatnycky (2005) states that it 
“…signaled the rise of a powerful civic movement, a skilled political opposition group, and a 
determined middle class that had come together to stop the ruling elite from falsifying an 
election and hijacking Ukraine's presidency.” Ukrainians gained new hope that change and 
freedom would finally arrive in the country. Unfortunately the furor and optimism was 
relatively short-lived as the same problems and corruption continue to plague the country, 
and promises were never realized (Sandford 2011). In recent years Ukraine has been 
significantly affected by the financial crisis of 2008 and struggles to re-gain its footing 
(Segura at. al. 2009).  
 

2.3. Origins of the Project  

This project was deeply influenced by my background and is the result of my own personal, 
political and academic interests. My self-described ‘hippy’ parents were members of the 
Maharishi meditation movement and through it were able to live all over the world. My 
mother, who is an incredibly talented cook, introduced my brother and me to varied 
cuisines that she brought from many different continents and countries. My parents also 
raised me as a vegetarian and I remained so until I was twenty-three years old. This had a 
great impact on my identity and I devoted countless essays and speeches to vegetarianism 
and even dabbled in veganism for a year. Through these experiences I also developed a 
passionate devotion to food and cooking. I am also interested in growing food and was an 
apprentice on an organic farm this past summer. At the same time, politically and 
academically I am profoundly committed to issues of food security and am involved with the 
development of the Food Security Group at Warwick. I am also a member of the Association 
for the Study of Food and Society (ASFS), Food Ethics Council, Fairtrade UK and other 
organizations. As well, I am focused on developing a career in food and agriculture studies, 
an emerging and important interdisciplinary field. 
 
To continue, I have long been interested in the 
area of Central and Eastern Europe, having 
participated in a year studying in Prague, Czech 
Republic and a semester in Krakow, Poland as an 
undergraduate, as well as completing my Master’s 
degree in Olomouc, Czech Republic and Krakow, 
Poland. Along the way I have become familiar with 
an area of Europe that has for much of recent 
history been closed to those in the so-called West, 
and remains closed in the minds of many. Through 
my university programs I have been introduced to 
prominent Central and Eastern European 
professors, writers, politicians, activists and 
friends. I have travelled through countless off-the-
beaten track cities in many countries in the region, 
have heard stories from the past, and been 
inspired by the strength of the people. 

Homemade tapas night, UK 
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I attribute the sparking of my fervent interest in Ukraine to a particularly patriotic friend I 
met while studying in Prague who introduced me to its fascinating culture and politics. At 
the time this was especially important because the Orange Revolution protests and political 
events were taking place in Ukraine, bringing it to the centre of international news and 
debate. I find it to be an especially fascinating country because of its history and geopolitical 
position, which have caused it to be torn between dominating neighbors in the east and 
west. It is a country and people still unsure of their identity and where they belong, what 
language they should speak and where their allegiance should lie. When it came to my 
attention that Ukraine could be a major player in food security in the near future, I put all 
these factors together and through this project was able to combine my interests into a 
coherent whole. 
 

2.4. Methodology  

This project involved three types of qualitative methods. Before embarking on the trip I 
updated myself with the use of academic papers, newspaper articles, blogs and other 
sources of information detailing the state of food and agriculture in Ukraine. These included 
such topics as the budding organic industry, GMOs, quality, food security, food safety and 
traditions and provided me with a sound basis for formulating my interview questions. 

Next, with the help of my contact and translator in Ukraine, we set up interviews with 
various people in the different regions we were to visit. This included the head of the 
organic section of the Information Centre ‘Green Dossier’ NGO in Kyiv, one of the leaders of 
the Culinary Heritage of the Carpathians project in Ivano-Frankivsk, the owner of a Ukrainian 
restaurant, the owner of the first eco-lodge in Tatariv, a newspaper editor and food blogger 
and a number of ordinary people. I constructed a number of interview questions in order to 
perform semi-structured interviews; however I found it more interesting and useful in the 
end to take a more conversational approach to the interviews. I also engaged in participant 
observation with a number of people in order to learn the processes for preparing dishes 
and even took part in a varenyky-making workshop. 

Me and my inspirational Ukrainian friend Iryna 
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Alongside writing the report, the ultimate aim of the project was to create a photographic 
and written narrative ‘cookbook’ that explored different Ukrainian culinary traditions and 
culture, and issues confronting food and agriculture in the country. I wanted to see how this 
was reflected through people’s lived experiences. At the same time I also collected recipes. 
As well, I intended to present my project and findings on World Food Day, October 16th at 
the University of Warwick. The combination of preparatory research, interviews and 
participant observation provided me with significant and adequate information and enabled 
me to construct the cookbook and report, and provided ample information for me to 
present on World Food Day. 

 
2.5. Limitations 

Translator Work Conflicts and Itinerary 

It became apparent a couple months before the trip that our travel itinerary would have to 
be adjusted. My translator Olena would not be able to travel outside Kyiv for the same 
amount of time required for the original project itinerary. Obligations at work including the 
start of two new projects would only enable her to ask for two weeks of time off. This 
meant that we would have to reshuffle the itinerary in order to fit her schedule, as her 
presence was essential for undertaking the project. We decided it would be best for me to 
spend more time in Kyiv and perform interviews with her there and to use Kyiv as our base. 
One of my concerns had initially been that the itinerary was overly ambitious, so we were 
able to confront this concern by cutting out two eastern cities from our trip (Kharkiv and 
Donetsk). Ultimately, we were still able to visit each region of Ukraine. However, the 
amount of time dedicated to the regions varied and we devoted more time to the northern, 
southern and western regions and planned a day-trip east to Poltava. 

Health Issues 

As with any international travel, health issues can significantly affect an experience. The 
main problems we encountered were migraines and food poisoning. I have suffered from 
severe migraine headaches since I was a young child. Their onset is random and unexpected 
and they can be exacerbated by extreme tiredness and stress. The exhaustion from 
travelling long distances in such a short amount of time and lack of sleep on night trains 
most likely contributed to the appearance of my migraines on the trip. Four days were 
affected by these headaches, and we dealt with the problem by relaxing if we could and 
purchasing medication from the pharmacy. In addition, the unfortunate onset of food 
poisoning dampened our experience in the Crimean region of the country. It was our initial 
intention to perform interviews and visit an eco-village in Simferopol; however we were 
forced to cancel these meetings because of it. 

Contacts 

I had originally intended to interview small farmers and individuals in villages as part of the 
interviews for the project. However, due to time and travel limitations we were unable to 
access these contacts. It would have required a great deal of time to reach people in 
advance and finding contact information proved very difficult. In addition, travel in Ukraine 
can be exhausting because of the condition of roads and incredible size of the country. I also 
realized that the breadth of my project was too wide and in the end thought it best to focus 
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on interviewees of lower to mid-level socio-economic backgrounds who were mainly based 
in cities. The experiences of people in cities differs a great deal from those in the 
countryside, which would require a separate project all its own.  

World Food Day Presentation Dilemma 

I faced considerable difficulties in implementing the World Food Day portion of my project. 
My initial intention was to complete the cookbook and have it ready for a presentation on 
World Food Day, October 16th. However, I came down with a terrible cold the day before I 
left Kyiv and was quite ill for almost a week when I returned. This made it incredibly difficult 
to work on the cookbook. At the same time, I was awaiting more recipes and stories to be 
translated and sent over from my translator to be included in the book. Without them it 
would be incomplete. I also did not want to rush its construction, as I wanted to make sure I 
did as good a job as I possibly could. Therefore, I did not have the book completed by 
October 16th.  

Because of this I elected to hold a different sort of event to publicize the project and World 
Food Day. I decided it would be a good idea to prepare some Ukrainian dishes for people to 
taste and hold a presentation about the project and food security. The problem was that I 
could not find any space on campus that would allow me to serve food. The university has 
firm rules with regard to catering and the only solution I could find was to have the event at 
the Grad Deck. Unfortunately, the Grad Deck also has strict rules and I was unable to invite 
undergraduates or anyone from the wider community. I was only able to send the invitation 
to postgraduates and thus could not advertise more widely around campus or in the wider 
community. 
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3. Food in an Evolving Ukraine 

Food and agriculture systems all over the world are currently facing a number of pressing 
issues. As Ukraine evolves to become ever more integrated into global multilateral 
institutions and trade, many of these issues are under discussion within the government and 
amongst the population. Such concerns include global food security and Ukraine’s 
agricultural role in helping feed the world in the future, the controversy underlying GMOs 
and food safety, organic versus conventional agriculture and the celebration and protection 
of traditional recipes and heritage. Each of these topics is discussed in more detail below. 

3.1. Food Security 

Food Security has become a buzz word in international politics, as issues of hunger and 
malnutrition in a world of intensive agricultural production, population growth and climate 
change makes it even more crucial to address. The World Health Organization (2012) states 
that food security occurs “…when all people at all times have access to sufficient, safe, 
nutritious food to maintain a healthy and active life.” This includes not only financial and 
material access to nutritionally appropriate food, but also culturally appropriate access 
according to one’s preferences. Today there are reported to be 870 million food insecure 
people in the world (FAO 2012). 

 

As global demand for food accelerates along with population growth, Ukraine is recognized 
as having the potential for becoming a global player in agricultural production and food 
security in the future. One article states that, “More than 70 percent of all land in Ukraine is 
agricultural, and nearly 60 percent of that is black earth soil” and it exports a huge amount 
of grains and other products (Washington Post 2012a). Recovering its traditional 
‘breadbasket’ reputation, this factor has captured the attention of countries all over the 
world, from Europe to the US and even Bangladesh (Anon 2011). In 2011 the Ukrainian 
Delegation to the United Nations committed itself to being involved in the global battle 

Kyiv, where all the decisions are made 
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against food insecurity and the Millennium Development Goals. Ukraine also improved 
relations with the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and became a donor to the 
World Food Programme (WFP) for the first time in 2009 (Permanent Mission of Ukraine to 
the United Nations 2011).  

But while Ukraine is held as a beacon of possibility for global food security, it is important 
not to overlook the serious challenges facing the country. Changes in climate have 
negatively affected harvests; this includes a drought in 2012 that prompted the government 
to declare an export ban on wheat in November (Gustafson 2012). As well, in 2008 the 
Ukrainian government issued “bread cards” to poor citizens. Despite its reputation as a 
breadbasket and production of huge amounts of wheat, volatile prices continue to affect 
the poorest in the country (Anon 2008). In 2009 it is estimated that 35% of the population 
lived below the poverty line (Index Mundi 2009) and according to the Organization for 
Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), “…households spend between 40 and 50 percent of 

their income on food purchases” (Maas et. al. 2011). My translator Olena summed up the 
situation well when she stated exasperatedly, “In our country we produce so much wheat 
for export, yet our babushkas [grandmothers] are out on the streets begging for money to 
buy bread.”  

3.2. GMOs and Food Safety 

The controversy surrounding Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) in agriculture has also 
affected Ukraine. GMO labeling is making headlines with the government’s introduction in 
2009 of a compulsory labeling scheme (Chamber of Commerce of Ukraine  2009) and in 
2012 an announcement of the opening of a GMO research centre (Anon 2012a). However, 
labeling has proven difficult to implement because there are no testing bodies set up to 
control them. In some cases it is even being used by large companies simply as a marketing 
tool (Jaroszewska 2009: 13).  

 
Supermarket in Kyiv 
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Furthermore, the German–Ukrainian Policy Dialogue in Agriculture drafted a policy paper 
detailing Ukraine’s options for dealing with GMOs. GMO policy in Ukraine is a budding area 
and as of yet not highly developed or enforced.  Officially, “There is no single GM crop 
approved for use in Ukraine” (Jaroszewska 2009: 42), so farming them is technically illegal. 
However, according to sources in the study and information from an interview with 
Kateryna from the Information Centre “Green Dossier”1, GMOs are very much present 
within the country as a result of tainted imports. As well, “…it is estimated that 
approximately 30% of food products available in Ukraine contain GMOs (17).” 

This issue becomes especially important as Ukraine is further incorporated into the global 
economy. Jaroszewska (2009: 4) states that “…it is high time for Ukraine to decide on its 
national policy towards GMOs and to (further) develop a regulatory framework on 
commercial use of genetic modification according to the chosen principles.” There are 
generally two routes the country could take, reflecting two different systems for the 
approval, use and labeling of GMOs. The first route would be through the EU’s stricter 
policies that fall under the “precautionary principle” which declares that “…if a proposed 
activity, e.g. release of a GMO into the environment, 
carries with it a possibility of environmental harm, but 
that harm is not completely proven, that activity may 
not be allowed” (18, emphasis added). The second 
involves the more lenient US system that is dictated by 
the “principle of substantial equivalence” which 
mandates that “…GM food and feed that exhibit 
sufficient resemblance to their conventional 
counterpart can be treated in the same manner with 
respect to food safety and do not require extensive 
safety testing” (18). The choice Ukraine makes will 
need to reflect its future ambitions for joining the EU 
and the preferences of its main trading partners (39). 

Regardless of the official treatment of GMOs within 
Ukraine, from my interviews it seems as though public 
opinion remains distrustful and negative. The term 
itself turned up in conversation when anything negative relating to the food system in 
Ukraine was mentioned. When discussing the issue of vegetables in supermarkets often 
being tasteless and of low quality, the head of marketing at the Old Mill restaurant in 
Ternopil stated that it was because, “It’s GMO and all that stuff, here [at the restaurant] it 
comes from farms”2 and in Chernihiv one interviewee declared “It’s because there are 
GMOs in everything now, that is why people are turning back to home gardens.”3 He then 
proceeded to pick up a sausage from the table and talk about how you cannot buy most 
types anymore because they are full of GMO ingredients. He longed for a time when they 
used to be made only of meat. Therefore, GMOs are attributed to everything from the 
tastelessness of produce to the low quality of products in shops. 

                                                             
1
 Interview in Kyiv: September 19, 2012  

2
 Interview in Ternopil: October 02, 2012 

3 Interview in Chernihiv: September 22, 2012 

Product label - ‘Contains no GMOs’ 
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But GMOs are not the only issue making people wary of food in Ukraine. Food safety 
standards, legislation and control are almost entirely lacking in the country. Exports of 
Ukrainian products remain low because of their “…failure to comply with international food 
quality and safety standards” (International Finance Corporation 2009). The quality of 
products often leaves much to be desired and government inspections have revealed 
adulterated supermarket products. Problems remain as “Paying relatively small fines and 
individual consumer claims is often a cheaper option for Ukrainian producers than investing 
in improving product quality and safety. In addition, such individual cases often go 
unnoticed and do not seriously damage the image of the producer or retailer” (Faryna 
2011). But it is not only quality that suffers from the use of fillers in products and they can 
sometimes make people ill or cause death. There has been an increase in food poisonings 
recently, which we personally experienced while travelling in Crimea. In fact, when we 
arrived in Yalta there were regular announcements on the loud speakers along the water 
front reminding people to wash their hands and produce before eating, and to avoid 
consuming unlawful street food. Hopefully the government’s plans to adopt a method of 
food quality control based on that of the European Union will help alleviate this problem 
(Anon 2012b). 

3.3. Organic Agriculture 

An online article originally published in the Washington Post (2012b) declares that Ukraine 
is “…emerging as a major producer of organic food” and that “…hundreds of thousands of 
acres are devoted to organic farming and agricultural officials and outside experts believe 
that Ukraine can become a major exporter and help satisfy the increasing demand in 
Western Europe for such products.” However, the reality of organic in the country is more 
complicated than that. I discussed the move towards organic agriculture with Kateryna, 
head of the organic section of the Information Centre “Green Dossier,” an NGO that has 
existed since 1994. 4  They focus mainly on media and disseminating environmental 
information to the public in a wide range of areas, and can claim to have produced the only 

                                                             
4 Interview in Kyiv: September 19, 2012 

Homemade products – Bryndza cheese, milk and sour cream 
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existing documentary devoted to 
organic agriculture in the country in 
2003. They previously focused on 
campaigning against GMOs but 
sought to move from a negative to 
a more positive focus, hence the 
promotion of organics.  
 
Kateryna stated that there are 
networks of people attempting to 
promote organic in Ukraine, but it 
is not an easy task. They have 
employed various methods 
including social advertising in 
supermarkets and increased media coverage. But there are many complex barriers making 
the move difficult, from economic factors such as the fact that most farmers in the country 
do not own their own land, to a lack of information and understanding by farmers and 
consumers. There seems to be consumer interest in organics in larger cities such as Kyiv, but 
there are few products available and access to them is limited. At the same time many 
consumers are distrustful of certifications, which can often be bought and therefore offer a 
dubious guarantee. At the same time overall interest from both farmers and consumers in 
the villages is low. People in villages use ‘organic’ in their gardens because it is healthier or 
they do not have enough money to buy fertilizers etc, but they do not understand the 
difference between their actions and the meaning and philosophy behind organic 

certification.  
 
In addition, Kateryna stated that 
the government’s goal was to 
convert 10% of its agriculture to 
organic by 2015, but it is now 2012 
and that number hovers below 5%. 
This target has been difficult to 
meet because there is no existing 
organic legislation or assistance, 
such as tax reductions, to motivate 
farmers. Out of ten certification 
bodies operating within the 
country, only one is Ukrainian. 
Some farmers have had their 

certification sponsored by an outside body but stop producing organically after the process 
is completed. Many farmers consider organic to be entirely about profit and one of the most 
difficult tasks has been to explain to them why they should adopt and continue it for 
environmental reasons. Finally, of those who do decide to start producing organically, most 
set aside a small portion of land for organic and produce alongside more conventional 
methods. This helps them open doors to enter the European market. 
  

Fields in the Museum of Folk Architecture and Folkways of Ukraine, Kyiv 

Fruit market in Yalta 
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3.4. Culinary Cultural Heritage: Celebration and Protection 

 

The alleviation of hunger, controversy over GMOs, food safety and organics are all vitally 
important issues being addressed in Ukraine. However, it must not be forgotten that food is 
more than a material life-sustaining substance; it is also a vital element of culture. Massimo 
Montanari (2004: Introduction xi-xii) describes this best when he says:  

“Food is culture when it is produced, even “performed”, because man does not use only 
what is found in nature (as do all the other animal species) but seeks also to create his own 
food, a food specific unto himself, superimposing the action of production on that of 
predator or hunter. / Food becomes culture when it is prepared because, once the basic 
products of his diet have been acquired, man transforms them by means of fire and 
carefully wrought technology that is expressed in the practices of the kitchen. Food is 
culture when it is eaten  because man, while able to eat anything, or precisely for this 
reason, does not in fact eat everything but rather chooses his own food, according to criteria 
linked either to the economic and nutritional dimensions of the gesture or to the symbolic 
values with which food itself is invested. Through such pathways food takes shape as a 
decisive element of human identity and as one of the most effective means of expressing 
and communicating that identity.” 

Ukrainians have a very interesting cultural approach to food, and proverbs, songs and 
stories surrounding the subject 
abound. Anastasiia in Kyiv told me 
that there are many songs about 
food, which are usually sung at 
Christmas.5 Many are in the form of 
Christmas carols and include food 
because children and adults travel 
from house to house singing 
Christmas carols and asking for 
sausage or other food as "payment." 

                                                             
5 Online interview in Kyiv: September 29, 2012 

Proverb on the steps of the Old Mill restaurant in Ternopil – “Some people eat to live, others live to eat” 

Fresh bread at restaurant Compote, Odessa 
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As well, there are a lot of superstitions surrounding 
bread. She states that, “It's considered almost holy 
food, so you can never throw it away (you have to use 
it even if it's dry - make dry bread crumbs, use it in 
cutlets, in very bad cases - feed the pigeons), lay it on 
its "head" or show any kind of disrespect.” I witnessed 
this from my translator Olena at a restaurant when we 
ordered mushroom soup that happened to be served 
in a bread bowl. She was too full to finish all the bread 
but refused to throw it out, wrapped it in a napkin and 
snacked on it over the course of the next few days. 
Furthermore, Anastasiia warned that leaving food on 
one’s plate is considered a wasteful and unlucky sign. 
The superstition is that if you throw it out now you will 
not have it later, which makes sense in the context of a 
country whose people have experienced much hunger 
and scarcity. She has heard that in rural areas leftovers are easier to deal with because most 
people keep animals who will gladly eat them; but in cities this is not an option. Needless to 
say, it is absolutely unacceptable to throw or play with food and they are usually shocked to 
see tomato and pie fights like those in Spain or America. 

 

To continue on a different note, there seems to be somewhat of a quiet cultural 
gastronomical revolution occurring in Ukraine. Countless food festivals have been popping 
up around the country in recent years, celebrating everything from strawberries and 
blackberries to beer, carp and pork fat. In the Kyiv Weekly, Alla Zakonova (2012) states that, 
“Ukrainians have finally realized that culinary festivals are not only trendy but, but also 
profitable attractions for tourists.” Furthermore, restaurants have appeared that celebrate 
traditional Ukrainian cuisine and culture.6 A waitress at Compote, a popular restaurant in 
Odessa named after the national drink of Ukraine, told us that they focus on “cooking the 
things your mother would make.”7 Everything in their restaurant is homemade and freshly 
baked, and you can even bring your own produce and they will use it to prepare something 

                                                             
6
 One such restaurant, “Funny Mansion,” is discussed in the next section 

7 Interview in Odessa: September 25, 2012 

Soup in a bread bowl at the Old Mill restaurant 

Compote – the national seasonal fruit drink of Ukraine 
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for you. A flyer from the restaurant appeals to the customer’s childhood memories and 
explains, “Compote is very well known in Odessa and far beyond. This is more than compote 
that children have drunk gallons after getting tired of running around the yard. We are 
talking about the one that has gathered all the familiar dishes from our childhood and 
introduced them in three cafes, which you will find delicious, very cozy and fun.” 

 

Additionally, the Old Mill restaurant in Ternopil opened in 2003. Its architect was inspired by 
the work of Gaudi in Barcelona, but the entire complex is infused with a distinctly Ukrainian 
twist. It is also decorated almost entirely with old donated materials as a celebration of 
tradition and heritage. According to the restaurant manager, “The idea is that old things are 
reused and made ‘new’ for the customers.”8 Each room in the restaurant has a theme 
devoted to Ukrainian heritage, from the ‘spoon room’ in honor of the Ukrainian kitchen, to 
one devoted to the most famous opera singer in Ukrainian history. One of the chefs also 
told us that every recipe is based on ancient recipes that have been passed down through 
the generations. And while there is Italian and Japanese cuisine served separately in the 
same complex, the Ukrainian food is by far the customer favorite. People like it because, “It 
is food similar to what you eat at home, familiar and satisfying,” and at the same time 
healthy with ingredients sourced directly from farms, not supermarkets. 

          

                                                             
8 Interview in Ternopil: October 02, 2012 

Front of the Old Mill restaurant, Ternopil 

Traditional decorations inside the Old Mill Borsch soup at the Old Mill 
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In addition to restaurants, part of this revolution has 
been a move towards protecting and promoting 
traditional Ukrainian cuisine. As a very positive 
coincidence we found ourselves staying with 
Natalya, the owner of the first eco-lodge in Tatariv in 
the Carpathian region who is also involved in 
organizing culinary tours and cooking workshops, 
which are concepts completely innovative in the 
country.9 Her business is part of a new project that 
began in April 2012 entitled Culinary Heritage of the 
Carpathians. It is an EU-funded project that seeks to 
find and preserve traditional recipes from particular 
regions in Ukraine, Slovakia, Romania and Hungary. 
With the help of Natalya we were able to meet with 
Oksana, representative of the Tourist Association of 
the Ivano-Frankivsk Region who is also heading the 
project.10 Oksana informed us that the project has a 
variety of goals, including but not limited to: 

     1) Creating a network of authentic products and        
         services 

     2) Promoting sustainable tourism based on  
         culinary heritage in the Carpathians 

     3) Professional development within the sphere 

     4) Competition between universities in culinary  
         professions (Iron Chef in 4 countries) 

     5) PR and marketing 

     6) Creating new tourism products such as  
         gastronomic tours, online access etc. 

     7) Certifying places with authentic brand ‘mark’ of  
         culinary authenticity, only awarded to those  
         who fulfill criteria and goals 
 
The project aims to create an online website and database of food producers, suppliers, 
hotels and others involved in the industry. It also offers an excellent opportunity for people 
to cooperate with a network and get information, attend workshops with management 
training, learn about food service improvements in tourism etc. The certification mark they 
are creating is not necessarily about branding the food itself as authentic. The aim is to 
certify locations that serve traditional products and abide by strict recipe specifications that 
use home grown ingredients from the region. This will provide assurance to tourists of the 
high-quality nature of the products and also help preserve traditional recipes. In the end 
they hope to promote sustainable tourism and are not attempting to attract more tourists, 

                                                             
9
 Interview in Tatariv: October 03, 2012 

10 Interview in Ivano-Frankivsk: October 05, 2012 

Varenyky workshop with Natalya in Tatariv 

Me with the prepared varenyky 
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but want to focus on appreciative niche tourists and increasing the quality of their comfort 
and experience. 
 

 

Finally, I asked Oksana why they decided to focus the project on food and gastronomy since 
it is something totally new in Ukraine. She answered that people have grown weary and 
suspicious of food from supermarkets. At the same time traditions are disappearing as 
Ukraine modernizes and people are driven towards comfort and convenience. Therefore, 
people still desire the genuine experience but now authenticity is often preserved through 
tourism rather than at home. Along with many other countries Ukraine can provide old 
traditions and has a great bank of these recipes from generations past, sometimes written 
and sometimes passed on through observation. For the sake of everyone it is extremely 
important not to lose them and it is also important to highlight the country’s regionally 
diverse cuisines.  

Meeting with Oksana, one of the heads of the Culinary Heritage of the Carpathians project in Ivano-Frankivsk 
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4. Dining and Conversing With the Locals 

Now that I have outlined the main food and 
agriculture topics confronting Ukraine, from food 
security, GMOs, food safety and organic 
agriculture to food heritage and cultural 
protection, I continue by describing the 
interviews I performed with various people 
throughout the trip and how these issues are 
reflected in their narratives. I knew I was destined 
to spend an intensive three weeks travelling 
through Ukraine when the first night I arrived my 
translator Olena and I discussed our itinerary over 
plates of salads and other Ukrainian delicacies 
that she had freshly prepared for my arrival. The 
next night would be the beginning of a culinary 
journey that would introduce me to new tastes, 
ideas and friends, and would show me the true 
meaning of genuine Ukrainian hospitality. 

The evening after my arrival in Kyiv we went for 
dinner with Tetyana, who unbeknownst to us had spent all evening preparing a feast that 
included no less than eight dishes.11 As we made ourselves comfortable at the table, 
Tetyana remarked that, “Even without the language I am pleased to show the culture and 
hospitality of Ukraine through this food.” Then in true Ukrainian fashion she proudly 
informed us that all the vegetables she used were grown by her eighty-three year old father, 
the wine pressed by his hands, the potatoes dug up by her that weekend and the sour 
cream and cheese homemade in a village outside Kyiv. If it sounds like a lot of work to 
procure your food, she does it because today much of the food found in supermarkets is of 
lower quality, especially meat. Since there has been an increase in private industries, she 
describes disappointedly how no one controls or tests what goes into food and companies 
negatively influence government policy. Nowadays every family has at least one person with 
access to land and soil to provide them with vegetables in summer, which they marinate 
and preserve for winter. To get good meat and dairy, Tetyana visits the village. She says that 
the negative aspect of Soviet control was that the government controlled everything. But 

they had control agencies for food and 
agriculture production, resulting in higher 
quality food in shops. 
 
The recipes were all her own, most of them 
invented or altered from Iron Chef-style TV 
programs or friends. As we devoured the 
amazingly fresh and tasty bounty presented to 
us, we discussed the differences in eating from 
Soviet to present times. She noted that there 
have been dramatic changes in food but that 
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Tetyana’s bountiful table, Kyiv 

Tetyana’s homemade courgette pancakes 
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this has mainly affected the number and choice of products for ordinary people, which have 
increased greatly and did not exist before. In fact, she did not try bananas until she was over 
thirty years old! I inquired what would be better, to have more choice of products or a 
limited choice but better quality? Her answer was “both!” She bemoans the fact that 
younger generations buy food in shops and do not pay as much attention to quality and 
other issues. The positive in this reality is that, although younger generations are leaning 
towards a change in eating habits she believes Ukrainian cuisine has remained authentic, 
especially for holidays.  

 

Regarding the younger generations, we spent the next evening enjoying an alternative meal 
with Nastya and Syr, a well-travelled young couple in their twenties who work in the IT 
industry in Kyiv.12 If the themes of the night before were traditional and home-grown, the 
themes of this evening were modern and raw and gave us a glimpse of the generational 
differences. Nastya has been devoted to a raw food diet for around ten months now, much 
to the dismay of her husband who exclaimed, “If they don’t like all this raw food, I’m going 
to pick up food from McDonalds.” Our expectations were dampened by Syr’s unenthusiastic 
attitude; however we attempted to embark on this meal with open minds. Much to our 
surprise, the fresh salad, raw pumpkin pie and frozen strawberry-banana pie were quite 
tasty and filling. 

  

                                                             
12 Interview in Kyiv: September 20, 2012 

Dinner at Syr and Nastya’s (left in photo) 

Raw pumpkin pie Raw frozen strawberry banana dessert 
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Moving on from our home base in Kyiv we headed 
to Poltava, a small town of around 300,000 people 
located about five hours by train east of the 
capital. I had heard there was a monument 
erected there in 2006 devoted to a popular dish 
called halušky and I had to see it. Halušky are a 
type of thick dumplings served either in a similar 
style to Italian potato gnocchi with various sauces, 
or stuffed. There we met Ilona, the feisty and 
outspoken editor of a newspaper and adamant 
food blogger who was to be our tour guide for the 
day.13 She is the daughter of an army doctor and 
spent much of her life in different countries, from 
eastern Russia to Germany. As a young child in 
Poltava she remembered travelling around the 
city with her grandmother in search of basic items 
such as butter. The products that were 
unavailable during Soviet times were referred to 
as ‘deficits’ and they would wander the streets looking for the long queues that would 
indicate where to go. She described herself as an untypical Ukrainian in terms of eating. This 
was most likely influenced by her nomadic background, as she much preferred an Italian or 
French dish over the heavy cuisine typical to the country.  

Nevertheless, Ilona took us on an all-
Ukrainian tour of the area. We made 
sure to visit the halušky statue, a main 
attraction for tourists and locals alike in 
the city. Though, she was not quite sure 
why the dish had become a symbol of 
Poltava. She also introduced us to her 
publisher Viktor, a Ukrainian patriot and 
food enthusiast who owns a Ukrainian 
restaurant in the outskirts of the city.14 
Lovingly named Vesela Sadyba or 
directly translated into English as “Funny 
Mansion,” it was built to preserve and 

celebrate traditional Ukrainian cuisine, pottery and weaving.  

The grounds of the complex were planted with herbs used in Ukrainian cooking – mint, 
thyme, chives – as well as the Ukrainian national flower, the marigold, the petals of which 
can be used to produce a type of ‘fake’ saffron. Viktor was eager to inform us about 
Ukrainian cuisine and to emphasize that we must understand it through its seasonality, 
regional particularity and influence from neighboring countries. There are types of dishes 
that can be found throughout the country, from borsch to varenyky, but there is no 
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 Interview in Poltava: September 21, 2012 
14 Interview in Poltava: September 21, 2012 

Me and our tour guide Ilona in Poltava 

Halušky statue, Poltava 
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universal Ukrainian cuisine and tastes vary depending on the region you are visiting and the 
person preparing it.  

 

I found this rather intriguing considering the openness and acceptance of culinary diversity 
for recipes and products using the same names. This differs extraordinarily from what is 
occurring in the European Union, where producers and countries are battling over the legal 
rights to traditional product names and assigning strict production areas within regions. 
These certification rights are referred to as Geographical Indications (GIs), and some of the 
most famous examples include Champagne, Parmigiano-Reggiano and Feta. Under the 
legislation producers can argue that the origin of a product is directly related to its quality, 
and thus deserves protection. This phenomenon is totally alien in Ukraine, where there can 
never be only one genuine ‘borsch’ or ‘bryndza cheese’ but many diverse ones. 

We were again treated to a lunch-time feast that involved no less than five dishes. We 
began with a tasting of mead, a type of honey wine consisting of only three ingredients: 
honey, yeast and water. Mead is Viktor’s new passion and he is one of five people who 
produce mead in the Poltava region out of a total of one-hundred in Ukraine as a whole. He 
informed us that mead is a 1,000 year old tradition in Ukraine and under Polish rule Ukraine 
was the main mead production area for the whole of Europe. Today there is an association 
of mead-makers in Ukraine and the 
competition is tough, and he is working on 
perfecting the tastes of his meads to 
increase his chances of success. He produces 
two types, ‘still’ mead which uses high 
quality local honey and results in a light color 
with a more bitter taste, and ‘boiled’ which 
utilizes lower quality local honey and results 
in a darker, more caramel color and sweeter 
taste. 

Funny Mansion restaurant, Poltava 

Viktor’s informative mead lecture and tasting session 
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Our next tasting was of traditional Ukrainian herb tea, a tea that simply uses herbs hand-
picked from the garden outside. While waiting for the tea to steep we talked about issues of 
food quality in present-day Ukraine, which Viktor shrugged off as not a pressing concern 
overall. He attributed the problem of low quality food to big cities such as Kyiv, because 
people still grow their own food elsewhere. He said in Ukraine they do not just have 
‘farmer’s markets’ like we do in the west, but growing food and selling it in these markets is 
a part of life. Almost all families have ‘kitchen gardens’ and often poultry or a goat. Our 
conversation was followed by a marinated cabbage salad, a chicken noodle soup called 
yushka and a variety of main dishes. Each dish was naturally served in Ukrainian traditional 
pottery because, according to Viktor, it “tastes better” in this pottery because it “sticks to 
it.” I made sure to order the halušky and to ask Viktor if he knew why the city had erected 
the statue in its honor. He stated that it was because halušky is something simple, a food 
that one can have every day. Its popularity stems from the fact that it is simple and fast. In a 
website recommending various sites to visit in Poltava, the statue has already established 
itself with the locals and, “Among the youth of the Poltava already exists a tradition that the 
bride on her wedding day should sit in a spoon, to the newly created family had wealth 
while the groom has to hold a spoon by the handle” (Timu Realty 2012).  

From Poltava we returned to Kyiv by bus, five and 
a half hours through small villages and 
construction in order to prepare to head up north 
to Chernihiv. Chernihiv also has a population of 
around 300,000 people and is located north of 
Kyiv near the border with Belarus and only forty 
miles from Chernobyl. According to a BBC News 
article people in this region are still affected by 
the radiation that has been lingering since the 
nuclear power plant disaster in 1986. Lizzie 
Greenwood (2002) reports that “… even today, 
fruit and vegetables in the marketplace are 
scanned with a special machine to make sure 
they are not contaminated.” Here we spoke with 
Svitlana and Leonid, a couple in their 60’s who 
lived in the area throughout the disaster.15 They 
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Funny Mansion Ukrainian cabbage salad Funny Mansion Stuffed halušky 

Feast at Svitlana and Leonid’s, Chernihiv 
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mentioned that after Chernobyl people stopped growing food for many years, but 
eventually went back to life as usual. For them this was only one among various other 
problems related to food that confronted them in their lives. They remember various times 
when supply was lacking, such as during the period of perestroika from 1989-1991. They, 
along with most doctors, teachers and intellectuals whose professions were viewed 
suspiciously by the Communist government, were forced to travel to the Polish border to 
trade since they were earning such a low salary. At the time the Poles did not have much 
either, and Svitlana would trade various household items including socks, hair brushes and 
clothespins, many of which are still sitting in their attic.  

 

In addition, people at this time turned towards bakery and lent recipes that required less 
flour, eggs and butter, grew produce themselves and were dependent on their small 
gardens. The couple also discussed how during Christmas of 1990 the infamous “Sausage 
Revolution” occurred in the city. The story goes that a citizen’s car ran into that of a 
Communist Party Member. At the time stores were empty and people were standing in long 
lines, yet party members often lived more comfortably than ordinary people. A fight started 
between them and the Party Member’s trunk broke open. All the hungry people craving for 
nice food saw sausages and other delicacies filling the trunk, despite the total deficit of food 
at the time. Ordinary people who happened to be in the vicinity turned the car upside 
down, made it into a speech platform and gave angry speeches about the injustice of it all. 

Upon returning to Kyiv I had one more interview online with Anastasiia, a young woman in 
her twenties.16 I wanted to find out if there were certain things she had learned from her 
parents and grandparents about food preparation and cooking. She exclaimed, “In my 
family cooking wasn't really a "cult' or something special - more like a necessity. My mom 
taught me basics - how to peel, cut, boil, fry and so on. From my grandmother I've learned 
how to make blintzes and varenyky, and some little tricks (how to blend flour and milk so it 
would get perfectly indiscrete, how to flip blintz easier).” I also asked whether there was a 
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Svitlana and Leonid’s home garden 
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time when she could remember food being hard to come by. Even in her young experience 
she remembers moments when foods were harder to find or too expensive, such as in the 
mid 90’s after the fall of the Soviet Union and subsequent crisis. They had to figure out how 
to replace ingredients with other products and were forced to refrain from buying meat, 
caviar and exotic fruits such as lemons and bananas. Instead of meat they would eat soy 
products and potato pancakes without sauce.  

5. World Food Day 2012 

As part of the initial project application I had committed myself to holding an event or 
presentation following the completion of travel on World Food Day, October 16th. 
According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations (UN), World 
Food Day began as an annual event at the same time the FAO was founded in 1945. Every 
year there is a specific theme and activities and events all over the world. This year’s theme 
was “Agriculture cooperatives – key to feeding the world” (FAO 2012). By hosting an event I 
would be able to contribute to the UN’s goal of highlighting the importance of food and 
agriculture issues and food security around the world.  
 
I decided it would be best to hold a presentation and 
informal food event in order to make people aware of 
food security issues as well as introduce them to the 
culinary culture of Ukraine. I reserved the Grad Deck 
for most of the day on the 16th to provide me with 
enough time to prepare the food and get organized. In 
order to advertise I sent emails to professors and 
members of the food security group at Warwick. I also 
sent an announcement to every departmental 
secretary in the university and asked them to distribute 
it to their postgraduate students. I was unfortunately 
unable to advertise with posters or flyers, as I had to 
restrict the event to postgraduate students due to the 
requirements of the Grad Deck.  
 
I also devoted two days to 
preparing a variety of Ukrainian 
dishes, the recipes of which I had 
collected during the three weeks 
spent in Ukraine. This preparation 
served a dual purpose. On the one 
hand, I was able to physically 
prepare the dishes myself in order 
to more adequately outline the 
quantitative measurements of the 
recipes for the cookbook. On the 
other hand, it provided a great 
way to introduce attendees to the 
tastes of cuisine from a country 
most of them had probably never 

Preparing borsch and banush for World Food Day 

Plates of appetizers ready for guests 
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visited before. I prepared a total of ten dishes, including borsch soup (from the Old Mill 
restaurant), banush corn porridge with mushroom sauce (from Poltava), eggplant tomato 
appetizers, rice with mushrooms and sweet pumpkin (from Chernihiv), two types of 
eggplant salads, zucchini caviar, vinegret salad and Ukrainian-style carrots (from Kyiv). I 
elected to make the evening meat-free as a statement for World Food Day of the impact of 
large amounts of meat in our diets and its negative impact on the environment. As well, 
whenever possible I purchased organic and fair trade ingredients. 
 

 
 

In the end the event turned out to be a success. It was not my intention to follow this year’s 
theme closely but to draw attention to Ukraine as a key player in feeding the world in the 
future. I began the evening with a presentation in which I discussed details of my Lord 
Rootes project, the state of agriculture in Ukraine and issues confronting the country as it 
becomes more involved in the area of global food security. The last part of the presentation 
was devoted to exploring issues of culinary culture in Ukraine. The content of the 
presentation was taken from previous research and interviews from the trip. In addition, I 
held a short trivia session following the dinner that 
involved questions related to food security, 
Ukrainian food culture and food and agriculture in 
the UK.  
 
Overall there were over thirty attendants from all 
different departments, nationalities and 
backgrounds. Not even one person had ever heard 
of World Food Day, so by attending they were 
introduced to a totally new concept. All but one 
attendee, who happened to be Ukrainian, had 
never visited Ukraine and did not know much 
about the country. Everyone enjoyed the food and 
quite a few asked for more information regarding 
the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund. As well, nineteen 
people signed up for a copy of the cookbook when 
it is completed.  
  

Students chatting after dinner at the Grad Deck 

Students waiting for trivia session at the Grad Deck 
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6. Concluding Summary 

Upon final consideration it is clearer how the proverb, to ‘live life like a varenyk in sour 
cream’ is reflected in the past and current experiences of people in Ukraine. To have an easy 
life is not something that has been the case for most Ukrainians throughout the country’s 
history. Under the USSR a politically-motivated famine led to the death of millions of 
people. Later on, despite government quality controls people were forced to queue for basic 
necessities and scarcity of food was the norm. People had to become inventive by altering 
recipes or simply do without certain items, and reliance on one’s home garden was 
essential. A nuclear disaster contaminated northern soils, and radiation continues to affect 
the population to this day. Subsequent economic crises have burdened the country with 
continuous difficulties, and even in 2008 bread ration cards had to be distributed to aid the 
poor amidst fluctuating international prices. Disillusionment deepens despite hope conjured 
up during the Orange Revolution and recent elections point to the continuation of 
corruption within the government. On the agricultural front, climate change presents a 
challenge for the Ukrainian breadbasket and many citizens remain food insecure. GMO 
regulation and food safety leave much to be desired, and people are distrustful of 
supermarkets and their products. Quality has depleted, forcing many out of supermarkets 
and into villages in search of trustworthy sources.  
 
This certainly paints a pessimistic picture of the current state of Ukraine; however there is 
much to be optimistic about. Ukraine has the possibility of playing a vital role in global food 
security in the future and has committed itself to international cooperative endeavors. It 
has been blessed with some of the world’s most fertile soil and further development of the 
agricultural sector could attract much-needed international investment. Important issues 
such as GMO policy and food safety are firmly on the government agenda, and various 
NGOs and activists are involved in promoting organic agricultural methods. Moreover, 
Ukrainians are focused on celebrating and protecting their unique and ancient food culture 
and highlighting its seasonality and regional particularity. Food festivals have become the 
norm and gastronomic tourism brings hope for further development of rural areas.  
 
At the same time it is important to remain cautious as these important issues are debated 
further. Citizens are still playing a waiting game to find out whether the government will 
decide to offer assistance to local farmers and foster a more sustainable agricultural system, 
or end the moratorium on agricultural land that prevents non-Ukrainians from owning land. 
Many countries are eager to secure suitable agricultural land to ensure consistent food 
stocks in what could be a difficult agricultural future affected by climate change and a 
shortage of resources.  Thus, a decision in this area could have significant consequences for 
citizens and the country as a whole. In addition, my World Food Day event indicates that 
more people need to be informed about the state of food and agriculture in the world and 
the pressing issues of food security. Though it is a widely discussed topic on the institutional 
and now scholarly level, it will become even more important in the future for everyone to 
understand more fully. 
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6.1. Recommendations 

 

There is much room for further investigation of the topics and issues I have covered in this 
report. From my initial research it is evident that Ukraine is often overlooked in much 
scholarly work within the European Union and elsewhere concerning food and agricultural 
topics. Yet, the country is currently the stage for a wealth of interesting and dynamic 
changes rich in possibility and just waiting to be analyzed and explored. The potential for 
further research and development in the area of food security, GMOs and organic 
agriculture and Ukraine’s role in international multilateral initiatives is huge. In my interview 
with Kateryna from the Information Centre “Green Dossier” we briefly discussed the issue of 
food security in Ukraine. She informed me that she had recently attended a conference and 
spoken with a number of eastern European scholars about this issue and they concluded 
that, curiously, no one discusses food security in Eastern Europe. She did not know why.  

In addition, for future researchers who might be interested in these issues, I would 
recommend reading thoroughly about the topics and culture of the country beforehand. I 
found that I received very pleased responses from showing informed interest in Ukrainian 
culture. At the same time it enabled me to talk authoritatively and knowledgeably about the 
various subjects and formulate appropriate interview questions. As well, it is important 
when doing interviews to be prepared both professionally and personally. I printed and 
distributed hand-outs with my academic information, a photograph, and descriptions of my 
PhD thesis, the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund and the project to everyone I spoke to [See 
Appendix 8.5.], which Ms. Chepurna also translated into Ukrainian [See Appendix 8.6.]. I 
included my Warwick business card and at the advice of my translator, a small token gift - a 
pin from my home state of Colorado and chocolate from the UK - to each participant.  

Next, for those students who are interested in holding a presentation at the university, I 
would advise looking into the regulations and guidelines for use of rooms and other 
practical information in advance. This was my first experience organizing an open event on 
campus, and as indicated above I was confronted with many unexpected complications that 
I had not thought to consider before embarking on the trip. I could have avoided the stress 
and saved myself a lot of time and energy if I had known to investigate these practicalities in 
advance.   

Sign giving good advice in Kyiv 
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6.2. Personal Reflections 

 

I have dreamed of travelling extensively through Ukraine since I became interested in the 
country in 2005. For some reason, since studying in Prague I have been strongly attracted to 
former Soviet countries. I even find the grey, drab architecture, rude store attendants, and 
remnants of sad socialist statues charming. Call me crazy, but I would much rather spend my 
time wandering through the towering apartment blocks of Kyiv than the perhaps more 
aesthetically-appealing boulevards of Paris. And there is something remarkable about 
Ukraine - the genuine, warm-hearted and tenacious people who inhabit it, the history and 
struggle that is the foundation of its existence and the under-rated culture and traditions 
that characterize its identity. To say that my journey through Ukraine was an interesting and 
enjoyable experience does not do it justice. This trip was a once-in-a-lifetime experience 
that has impacted me for life. For this I must restate my gratitude to the Lord Rootes 
Memorial Fund for making opportunities like these available for Warwick students. I was 
able to explore Ukraine from the eyes of its people, rather than simply as a tourist gazing at 
its historic monuments. 

 

Beautiful church in Kyiv 

Man carrying flowers in Odessa 
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And it was the Ukrainian people who made 
this journey so extraordinary. Never in my 
life have I experienced the kind of genuine 
hospitality that Olena and I were shown in 
Ukraine. On every occasion when we were 
invited for a meal we were blown away by 
the amount of food and stuffed with feasts 
fit for whole armies, from people with 
modest or low incomes who asked for 
nothing in return but to treat us. We were 
given gifts - homemade wine, a decorative 
cutting board or doggy bags filled with 
food. But most importantly, we were given gifts of knowledge, experience and friendship 
through conversation, sharing of food and sharing of recipes. Every interviewee met us with 
eagerness and in many cases travelled from surrounding villages to meet us, or took the day 
off work to show us around. They were often equally as pleased to practice their English as 
meet someone new who was actually interested in learning about their culture and country.  

 

It was this last aspect that struck me most along my travels; the absolute wonder and 
amazement emanating from everyone we came in contact with about the very fact that I 
was even remotely interested in their country. Without fail, one of the first questions of 
every interviewee focused on why I was interested in Ukraine enough to focus my project 
on it. The head of the Culinary Heritage of the Carpathians project in Ivano-Frankivsk 
inquired, “Why Ukraine when you could have chosen Romania, Poland, anywhere?” Many 
asked me if I had Ukrainian ancestry, as the head of marketing at the Old Mill Restaurant in 
Ternopil explained, “We are always very shocked when someone in the West is interested in 
Ukraine.” The fact that I had no Ukrainian relatives made this even harder to believe. While 
hiking to the top of the tallest mountain in the Carpathians Hoverla our entire tour group 
wanted to know why I had travelled all the way there. One man asked me, “Why would you 
come to our small mountains when you have Colorado?” Following the hike, a particularly 
astounded man gifted us a bottle of vodka. He had struggled up the hike and my presence 

Me and Olena in Kyiv 

Leonid, Olena and Svetlana preparing shashlik for our dinner in Chernihiv 
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provided him with inspiration, for which he stated, “I drove all the way here from Donetsk 
and barely made it to the top. But this girl came all the way from America to climb our 
mountain.” I was pleased to demonstrate to everyone that there were people in the West 
interested in Ukraine, that their country and culture is appealing and that there is much to 
be proud about. 

My translator Olena attributes this phenomenon to what she calls the “national low self-
esteem” of Ukraine. It is the treatment by people of anything Ukrainian as inferior or 
unworthy of attention from that which comes out of western countries. As a Ukrainian 
patriot, it is something that particularly frustrates her. She wonders why no one is ever 
openly proud of Ukraine, its culture and potential. I found this characterization intriguing, as 
it was a consistent theme evident throughout the entire trip. However, I would offer an 
alternative explanation for this phenomenon. Rather than being a case of low self-esteem, 
in many cases what we experienced might also be characterized as a case of “Ukrainian 
modesty.” I believe that Ukrainians are justifiably more proud of their culture and heritage 
than they would openly profess, and 
this was indicated to me by their 
fervent dedication to protecting 
aspects of their traditional food 
culture, pride in showing us their cities 
and excitement when we expressed 
delight in the meals they presented to 
us.  

To relate this idea further to the topic 
of food, I discussed with Olena 
whether Ukrainians are proud to be 
good cooks or proud of Ukrainian food. 
She responded that people are proud 
to propose good food and to be good 
hosts for their loved ones. A Ukrainian 
will stay up until 2am if necessary to 
ensure their guest is pleased and well-fed. In Ukraine it is less about standing out and being 
the best than about treating loved ones. While attending a dinner with Olena’s parents, her 
mother exclaimed, “This is so simple, I hope it is okay for you” despite the fact that the 
entire table was full of home-cooked delicious dishes prepared with vegetables from their 
garden. Her father served us his famous pickles, constantly praised amongst friends in the 
city, which Olena says he knows are good but would never admit. It is not in their culture to 
praise oneself and bragging is frowned upon. And while she would attribute this to low self-
esteem, I believe this provides further evidence of that aspect of the national personality 
that I called “Ukrainian modesty,” and it is an aspect that I have a deep personal respect for. 
Indeed, someone who appears overly confident might even be viewed with suspicion. For as 
Olena says, “Someone can say that they got the best ingredients around or grew them 
themselves, but never that they make the best borsch or potato pancakes. I would not trust 
someone who said something like this.” 

Leonid’s famous pickles 
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Furthermore, on the academic front this project 
offered a useful opportunity to practice 
interviewing and grant-writing. It also enabled me 
to gain important insight into areas lacking in 
scholarly attention and inspired me to pursue 
these gaps in my future career. The contacts I 
made throughout the country have offered their 
assistance both professionally and for translation 
purposes. They are keen to collaborate, share 
ideas and give each other feedback on recipe 
collecting and the cookbook, copies of which I 
sent for their review and hope to have translated 
into Ukrainian in the coming months. This 
research has a very high impact potential, and I 
have even been invited back to Ivano-Frankivsk 
next April as a guest for a Culinary Heritage of the 
Carpathians festival. My visit to Poltava and an 
interview covering my project, impressions of 
Ukraine and its food was also featured in the local newspaper edited by my tour guide Ilona. 

Moreover, I learned a great deal throughout the process of constructing the cookbook. I 
grossly underestimated the amount of time it would take to complete, and the entire 
project took a huge amount of work. In most cases I had to actually cook the dish in order to 
clarify the ambiguous measurements and instructions communicated to me by my 
interviewees, and take photographs to be included with the recipes. In the end I prepared 
16 out of a total of 24 dishes! This aspect of the project was especially appreciated by my 
husband and housemates who benefited from a new tasty dish every other night of the 
week. I also really enjoyed the challenge, figuring out how to write the recipes and designing 
the book in a visually-appealing, understandable and interesting way.  

To continue on a different note, travelling in Ukraine made me further appreciate the 
extensive and well-functioning transportation and infrastructure systems we have where I 
grew up and where I live now. Lines for tickets were long and there is no online booking 
system. Train journeys over long distances were grueling, sleep was hard to come by and 
compartments unbelievably stuffy because the windows were always welded shut and air-
conditioning turned off. Buses were sweltering, cramped, crowded and hot due to the 
refusal of anyone to open windows for fear of catching a cold. And roads were covered in 
pot holes, rocks and bumps that made it impossible to rest and felt akin to the constant 
bouncing of riding a horse. Needless to say, travelling in the country is an intense and 
exhausting experience, but one that has further hardened me and made me appreciative of 
what others live with every day.  

Finally, as someone who loves exploring new languages, the trip enabled me to learn how to 
read the Cyrillic alphabet with ease. I mastered basic phrases, mostly about food and mostly 
in Ukrainian due to the patriotic nature of the people I came in contact with, and became 
inspired to learn more. I recently investigated Ukrainian language courses in Lviv for next 
summer. If I am to pursue research topics within the country it will be essential for me to 
have a basic proficiency in the language. I have also joined the British Ukrainian Society and 

Me excited to try chebureki cheese bread in Odessa 
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attended a seminar in London concerning the aftermath of the recent elections and what 
this means for international relations with Ukraine. Overall I am excited to keep in touch 
with contacts and thrilled to follow up on current events in the country to see how things 
change and develop in the future. 

   Last day in Lviv, with Olena and Nastya 
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8. Appendices 

8.1. Accounting Statement 

Because the project required a certain degree of flexibility and due to changes in the 
itinerary and other issues pertaining to its implementation, the actual costs deviated 
somewhat from the estimated costs. In addition, it was nearly impossible to retain receipts 
for every aspect of the trip. The nature of the Ukrainian economy is such that it is not 
customary to be given receipts for certain goods or services, including food purchased from 
markets, taxis, tours and in many cases even overnight accommodation. In some cases we 
provided a slip of paper and a pen and were able to retrieve informal receipts.  

There are a variety of factors that contributed to the disparity in actual costs of the project. 
To begin, the price of my flight was more because I opted to fly out of Birmingham, thus 
saving on time and bus fare. In addition, accommodation in Ukraine was cheaper than 
expected because I was offered the chance to stay with my translator in Kyiv and her 
parents in Chernihiv. I provided my translator compensation for room and board costs at 
the rate I would have spent in a hostel in Kyiv. By staying with her we were able to 
coordinate our activities more efficiently. At the same time, we travelled on 4 night trains, 
saving on potential hotel costs.  

Next, our meals and snacks turned out to be slightly higher than expected. This was most 
likely a result of unexpected high-priced restaurant costs in larger cities such as Kyiv and 
Odessa but also in touristy areas such as Lviv. We attempted to do a lot of cooking ourselves 
in Kyiv and in our privately rented apartments and the people we interviewed were often 
extremely generous and provided us with free meals. However, to ensure that we were 
polite guests, we made sure to bring fruit and drinks to each meal we were invited to. We 
were also responsible for providing coffee for interviewees on multiple occasions, and meals 
for volunteer tour guides in Poltava and Odessa. As for the translator fee, I chose to increase 
the rate of pay per day due to the incredible amount of work that Olena put forth for the 
project. This involved communicating with me and potential interviewees for weeks prior to 
the trip, as well as communication and document translations in the weeks after. 

In addition, the World Food Day costs are significantly different due to the changes I had to 
make in the original presentation plan. Meals and snacks were slightly more costly because I 
provided dinner for over thirty people. Printing costs for the cookbook were less as I elected 
to send an electronic version to attendees. I only printed 10 hard copies to distribute for the 
final report and to send to certain project participants in Ukraine. I reserved a few copies for 
future presentations that I hope to hold in order to widen my dissemination of the project. 
Finally, publicity flyers were unnecessary since I was forced to only advertise online to 
postgraduate students. 

Furthermore, there are a variety of costs that I did not factor in to the original estimate. 
Among the most important were gifts for interviewees (such as small pins from my home 
state of Colorado, chocolates and food products from the UK), which were essential 
considering their generosity in contributing to the project. In addition, pharmacy costs for 
food poisoning and migraine medication were essential. Finally, mobile top-ups and a 
Ukrainian sim card enabled us to communicate with contacts and each other.  
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Anticipated Costs 

Estimated Actual 

Preparation   

Russian Book £ 16 18.96/£ 11.73 

Ukrainian Book £ 19 11.79/£ 7.40 

Travel Costs UK   

Airfare £ 149 £ 193 

Bus to airport £ 60 £ 0 

Travel insurance £ 30 £ 35 

In Ukraine   

Accommodation* £ 472 UAH 4,432/£ 339 

Meals and snacks** £ 248 UAH 4,122/£ 315 

Train and bus 
travel*** 

£ 144 UAH 1,815/£ 140 

Translator fee £ 15 x 23 days = £ 345 £ 20 x 20 = £ 400  
Guide travel fees £ 300 UAH 1,815/£ 140  

(travel), UAH 2,113/  

£ 163 (meals/snacks) = 

£ 303 

World Food Day   

Cookbook £ 270 £ 122 

Publicity flyers £ 7.50 £ 0 

Snacks and drinks £ 50 £ 79.41 

Total 1,783 1,943.41 

 

*Examples of accommodation costs for 2 people: Kyiv room and board x 8 nights (UAH 732/£ 56); 
Yalta private apartment x 3 nights (UAH 2,100/£ 160); Tatariv Kolyba Anastasiya x 3 nights (800/£ 
62); Lviv private apartment x 2 nights (UAH 600/£ 62) 

**Examples of meals and snack costs for 2 people: Groceries in Kyiv, Yalta and Lviv (UAH 980/£ 75); 

breakfasts, lunches and dinners in Kyiv (UAH 595/£ 46); breakfast, lunch and dinner in Odessa (UAH 

684/£ 53); lunch and coffee in Ternopil (UAH 266/£ 21); breakfasts and dinners in Tatariv (UAH 

360/£ 28); lunch in Yaremche (UAH 260/£ 20); lunches and dinners in Lviv (UAH 590/£ 46); travel 

snacks and coffee (UAH 492/£ 38) 

***Examples of train and bus travel costs for 2 people: airport transfers (UAH 100/£ 8); train Kyiv-

Poltava (UAH 400/£ 31); bus Kyiv-Chernihiv (UAH 300/£ 23); overnight train Kyiv-Odessa (UAH 326/£ 
25); overnight train Odessa-Simferopol (UAH 260/£ 20); bus Simferopol-Yalta (UAH240/£ 19); 

overnight train Simferopol-Kyiv (UAH 440/£ 34); overnight train Kyiv-Ternopil (UAH 205/£ 16); bus 

Ternopil-Ivano-Frankivsk (UAH 80/£ 6); bus Ivano-Frankivsk-Tatariv (UAH 40/£ 4); bus Yaremche-

Tatariv (UAH 60/£ 5); Bus Tatariv-Lviv (UAH 450/£ 35); bus Lviv-Kyiv (UAH 360/£ 28); taxis (UAH 

299/£ 23); public transport (UAH 70/£ 5) 
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Unanticipated Costs 

Item Cost 

Mobile sim card and top-ups UAH 250/£ 19 

Toiletries UAH 122/£ 9 

Gifts for interviewees £ 35  

Public toilets UAH 40/£ 3 

Luggage storage UAH 132/£ 10 

Tours and guides – Odessa 
and Lviv 

UAH 340/£ 26, 

300/£ 23 

Chernobyl Museum UAH 120/£ 9 

Pharmacy UAH 414/£ 32 

Park entrance Yaremche UAH 20/£ 1.50 

Lviv tower UAH 20/£1.50 

Kyiv botanical garden UAH 30/£ 2 

Kyiv folk museum UAH 160/£ 12 

Postage for cookbooks £ 50 

Final report printing £ 20 
Total UAH 1,948/£ 220 

 

Total Estimated Costs: £ 2110.50  Total Actual Costs: £ 2163.40 

8.2. Route and Itinerary 

Route 
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Itinerary 

Date Notes 

September 18 Arrival in Kyiv: vinegret-making lesson 

September 19 Kyiv: pumpkin porridge-making, interview with Kateryna from Information Centre 
‘Green Dossier’, dinner and recipes with Tetyana 

September 20 Kyiv: Chernobyl Museum, dinner and recipes with Nastya 

September 21 Train to Poltava: city tour with newspaper editor and food blogger Ilona, trip to 
‘Funny Mansion’ restaurant and interview with owner Viktor 

September 22 Bus to Chernihiv: interview and cooking with Svitlana and Leonid 

September 23 Cooking and recipes with Svitlana and Leonid, bus to Kyiv 

September 24 Overnight train to Odessa  

September 25 Odessa: tour of Compote restaurant and Gogol Mogol, overnight train to 
Simferopol 

September 26 Bus to Yalta: food poisoning 

September 27 Yalta: food poisoning 

September 28 Bus to Simferopol, overnight train to Kyiv 

September 29 Kyiv: rest day 

September 30 Kyiv: visit to botanical garden 

October 1 Visit to Kyiv outdoor folk museum, overnight train to Ternopil 

October 2 Ternopil: interview with manager and chef of Old Mill Restaurant, tasting and 
recipes, buses to Tatariv 

October 3 Tatariv: tour and hiking up Hoverla mountain, interview with eco-lodge owner 
Natalya 

October 4 Tatariv: hike through Yaremche, varenyky-making workshop with Natalya 

October 5 Bus to Ivano Frankivsk: interview with Oksana, head of Culinary Heritage of the 
Carpathians project, bus to Lviv 

October 6 Lviv: city tour and birthday celebration 

October 7 Visit to varenyky restaurant, bus to Kyiv 

October 8 Flight to Birmingham 
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8.3. World Food Day Email Announcement 

World Food Day Gathering 
Graduate Deck, University of Warwick, Tuesday October 16th, 18.30 

  
Join us in honour of World Food Day 2012 for good company, delicious food and 
conversation about food issues facing our society today and how we can help make our food 
system more just and sustainable. A sampling of Ukrainian cuisine will be provided along 
with a short presentation of Ukrainian food culture, the details of which were collected as 
part of a Warwick Lord Rootes Memorial Fund trip from September to October of this year. 
There will also be trivia and prizes! 
  
If you would like to attend, please contact Sarah Goler at S.Goler@warwick.ac.uk  
 

8.4. Appendix: Typical Interview Questions 

1. Do you know any folk songs, taboos or sayings about food? 
2. Is there a Ukrainian national cuisine? If so, what is it? 
3. What sorts of things weren’t available to eat before that are available now? 
4. In times of scarcity, how did people ensure they had enough to eat? What methods and 

practices did they use? 
5. What have you learned from your parents and grandparents about food preparation? Do 

you have any stories related to this you would like to share? 
6. How have recipes you’ve prepared changed, from pre to post-Soviet times? 
7. What do you think about the quality of food available in supermarkets today? 

 

  

mailto:S.Goler@warwick.ac.uk
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8.5. Interview Handout 

 

         

Sarah Goler 

PhD Candidate 

Coventry, UK 

 
PhD Scholarship: Erasmus Mundus GEM PhD School. “GEM” stands for “Globalisation, the EU and 

Multilateralism” and embraces an interdisciplinary approach to key issues facing both International 

Relations and European studies.  

Website: http://www.erasmusmundus-gem.eu/ 

Thesis Title: “Operation Food Quality and the Spread of Terroirism: Modern Myths and European 

Geographical Indication Politics” 

Thesis Description: The goal of the thesis is to critically analyze the politics surrounding the 

protection of traditional food products through Geographical Indications in the European Union. 

 

 

Project Title: “Living Life Like a Varenyk in Sour Cream: The Evolution and Meaning of Cooking, 

Eating and Food Security. Narratives from Ukraine” 

Project Description: The purpose of the project is to collect personal cooking and eating narratives 

throughout Ukraine in order to explore wider social, cultural and political changes confronting food 

and agriculture in the country. The objective of the project is to create a written and photographic 

narrative ‘cookbook’ that will include traditional recipes. The cookbook will be presented and 

distributed at an event that will include an exploration of Ukrainian and greater food security issues 

on World Food Day at the University of Warwick, October 16, 2012. 

Project Funding: Warwick Lord Rootes Memorial Fund. The Fund is intended to encourage personal 

development by supporting challenging projects proposed by individual and groups of Warwick 

students. 

Website: http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/insite/topic/teachinglearning/rootes 
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8.6. Handout Translation into Ukrainian 

 

 

 

Дослідження: Сара Голер, американка за походженням, здобуває ступінь аспіранта в 

Університеті Варвіка, Великобританія, в рамках програми Erasmus Mundus GEM PhD 

School - «Глобалізація, ЄС та Мультилатералізм». Навчання базується на 

міждисциплінарному підході до ключових проблем у сфері Міжнародних Відносин та 

Європейських студій.  

Назва проекту: «Жити як вареник у сметані. Розвиток та Значення Кулінарії, Харчування 

та Продовольчої Безпеки: розповідає Україна» 

Опис проекту: На меті - зібрати колекцію рецептів та історій, пов’язаних з їх 

приготуванням, з усіх регіонів України. Це надасть змогу дослідити широке коло 

соціальних, політичних та культурних змін, яких зазнало сільське господарство та 

харчування країни.  

Результатом проекту має стати написана «кулінарна книга» з фоторепортажем,  яка 

буде містити національні рецепти. Книга буде представлена та розповсюджена під час 

Всесвітнього Дня Продовольства (Університет  Варвіка, 16 жовтня 2012 року), який 

охопить, з-поміж інших тем, обговорення продовольчої безпеки світу та України.    

Спонсор Проекту: Фонд пам’яті Лорда Рута, Університет Варвіка. Фонд підтримує 

багатообіцяючі індивідуальні та групові проекти від студентів Університета Варвіка.   

Вебсайт: http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/insite/topic/teachinglearning/rootes 

 


